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THESE PEOPLE MAKE NEWS

This week we decided to make a cross-section of opinion on the campus, much in the same manner as Mr. Gallup. At the suggestion of one of the more zealous members of the faculty, our topic was: "Adviso—take your choice."

When we accosted Louella Menden, it was right after she had left so, honestly, she replied to our question:

"Animal Why Louella Menden have, please. But I'd much prefer being a student. You know, they are so pretty. Of all birds I like them best." We sighed with her and hastily left when the light dawned on her.

M. Jergian, a female student, when we asked if she would like to choose an animal I think she did right nicely.

M. Jergian: "If I just had to choose, I'd pick a horse or a dog. Why a horse? Well, they are so big and strong and pretty and useful and well, a thousand more things."

We caught Del Peacock just before the Folk Festival and as she was in such a dither, our little problem didn't phase her.

"Of course I never want to be an animal but if I should have to I'd choose a horse. I think a horse would suit me great."

For the second year this orchestra has been invited to take part in the Atlanta's Music Week and will give the program for Friday evening, May 18, for the 1909 celebration.

For the radio broadcast the following program will be given:

-Audience from Spartan Symphony-Haydn.
-Folkdance from L'Affautkiss, Suite No. 3—Ravel.
-Stravinsky's Rite of Spring—Pizetti.
-Musica from P. Major Concerto—Handel.
-Bladesci Dances—Dezso.
-Anadcre Cantabile—full string orchestra—Liszt—Rachman.
-The program will be directed by Rube Wenzel, piano.

COLONNADE ANNOUNCEMENT

All members of the Colonnade staff are requested to bring twenty-five cents by the Colonnade office within the next week to pay for the Annual pictures. This includes members of the circulation staff also.
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Student Council Proposes Changes In Regulations

Faculty-Study Committee to Vote on Suggestions at Meeting Next Tuesday

Every spring Student Council appoints a committee to study the rules and regulations which have been in effect during the past year and to make suggestions for their revision. This year's committee consisted of: Betty Adams, Esther Boomer, Virginia Collar. The list of suggestions will be presented to the faculty-committee next week. They have not yet arrived at the final form of the final product of their labors, but they suggest, changes for the rest of the articles, see your handbook. Article II, Section 3—4:00 p.m. Freshman room lights must be extinguished a. m. b. c. d. e. sections unless the article is not in the handbook; but section 5 of 10 p.m. On nights of Housing weekend, lights will be extended until twelve o'clock.

Article IV, Section 4, Meals Downtown. Meals might be bad in down town day morning during town-going hours, and for the mid-day meal downtown.

Article VI, Section 1, Quizzing is often served during the Housing ceremonies, and a special day will be set aside for Housing quizzes.

According to Signs-Girls Love Peace and Quiet

A large white sign appeared near the Hospital. Witness the doors along the walls of any dormitory—particularly Freshmen dorms.

One particularly attractive design was a large white sign with the words, "Closed for Inventory—lasting at the unwelcome visitors. On the same door was a hand written message that read, "Stop! I Am The Law!" with a blue-coated figure of a police man glaring from the placard to substantiate the claim.

Another friendly growing design to ward off intruders is a pleased bearing the inscription, "We Don't Live Here Anymore!" Not such a bad idea at that, it seems. As many a young female wishing, "It Ain't Much, But It's Home and We Love It."
We Want Better CGA? Then Take Responsibility

Some of the proposed rules and regulations appear in this issue. The entire list will be published before the next meeting, so that you can consider them. Many of the rules that have already been passed should be changed or eliminated to meet the needs of the members and their interests. The society's aim is to provide a forum for discussion and debate, and it is up to each member to ensure that the society's goals are met.
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Quotable Quotations

"An appreciation, acknowledgment and recognition of the part of everyones everywhere of the most important work we're doing in our daily lives..."

The Editor Comments...

According to the Associated collegiate Student body, a meeting was held in the University of Florida press room on Monday evening. This is a regular meeting of the student body at GSCW and is for the purpose of making the college environment as comfortable as possible for the students who are attending.

A week ago or so, Betty Dotzant, an official at the US government, went to make a survey of the area. She was interested in the large number of students who were attending. The survey was conducted by the US government, and it is believed that the results will be used to improve the college environment for the students.

The Associated Student Body at GSCW would like to see the college environment as comfortable as possible for the students who are attending, and we are working towards this goal.
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Your Recreation Activities

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

MONDAY
Scramble 1-9:30 a.m.
Swimming Satellites 1-9:30 a.m.
Basketball Satellites 1-9:30 a.m.

TUESDAY
Finn Disc 1-9:30 a.m.
Swimming Satellites 1-9:30 a.m.

WEDNESDAY
Swimming Satellites 1-9:30 a.m.

THURSDAY
Swimming Satellites 1-9:30 a.m.

FRIDAY
Swimming Satellites 1-9:30 a.m.

SATURDAY
Scramble 1-9:30 a.m.
Swimming Satellites 1-9:30 a.m.

Full Festival
All the events are open to the public when not reserved. It was definitely a success, to say the least. The activities planned were given to theкаки." All the events are open to the public when not reserved. It was definitely a success, to say the least. The activities planned were given to the

"Shirley Temple, "Oklahoma Kid" Showed at Campus

By SARA ALMA GREEN

Little Potatoes, one of the most popular children's shows in town, opened the season on Monday afternoon, to the delight of Shirley Temple fans everywhere. Though the film has been seen by millions of children, their enthusiasm was undiminished. All ages enjoyed the story of the little girl who, through her own determination and hard work, succeeds in becoming a star. The performance was accompanied by music and special effects, making for a truly memorable experience for all in attendance.

Stories by Scandal-light

With all the people here going about their daily lives, it is important to stay alert and keep track of any suspicious activity. Though the story is fictional, it serves as a reminder of the importance of staying aware of our surroundings and taking necessary precautions. The main character, a young girl, learns the hard way that one must always be on guard and prepared for any unforeseen circumstances. The plot is well-written, having no loose ends, and it is sure to capture the attention of the reader from start to finish.

"Wuthering Heights" Reviewed by Lewis

How can the screen version of "Wuthering Heights" hold up to the original book? Though the novel is considered one of the greatest works of English literature, it is not without its challenges when adapted for the screen. The story of "Wuthering Heights" centers around the love affair between Catherine Earnshaw and Heathcliff, two love-struck characters whose passion transcends the boundaries of class and society. The novel is a masterpiece of gothic fiction, with elements of mystery and suspense that keep readers on the edge of their seats. The screen version of "Wuthering Heights" is a testament to the enduring power of literature and its ability to capture the hearts and minds of audiences across generations.
SENIOR WEEK
(Continued from Page Three)
and Swarts. The seniors will sit together at the Vesper program.
Margaret Borubeal is in charge of the Vesper program.
Mitzi Middelbrooks, Mary Harris, and Jewell Bowler are in charge of the church-going procedure.

SENIOR RECITAL
(Continued from page 4)
Grotto, by Pepper; Nocturna, by Curran and Welcome Sweet Wind, by Calman.

Friday, May 18—At 8:15 P. M. Helene Butler, contralto, will present her senior voice recital in Russell auditorium. Margaret Cooper will serve as organist and Edna Barton will accompany Miss Butler.

Her program will include: Have I Lost Thee? by Gliick; Mahanoma; by R. Strauss; Romantik in E Minor, by Rogers. If Piucrlos is Faithful, by Scarlatti; The Sea, by Schu bert; Eul Not Complain, by Schu bert; The Tragedy of a Tin Soldier, by Beethoven; All Soul's Day, by Richard Strauss; Hymn, by Mussorgsky; I Love Life, by Scarlatt.

COUNCIL PROPOSES
(Continued from Page One)
3. The S. M. P. B. students are permitted to attend morning and afternoon church services. Students may attend night services with approved chaperone.
Article XII, Section 1, Students may have pets if they have permission from the campus by 10:30 p.m. on the designated date of return. This is a change from the previous rule.

Section 4, Senior trips. On Sundays students are allowed trips away from Millingstone without penalty with parents, legal guardian, immediate family, or responsible chaperones provided they have a parent from their parents.

Article XIII, Section 5. Students are allowed to ride with parents or legal guardians, immediate family, faculty or approved friends at any time that it does not interfere with duty on the campus.

Article 8—Section 2. Juniors may ride with their dates during the day. It is recommended that Juniors be allowed to have the riding and travel-going privileges of Seniors from the Junior-Senior dance till the end of the Spring quarter. This would be effective this school year.

Several other recommendations for changes in rules were made, most of them secondary in nature. The complete list of changes as passed by the faculty-student committee will appear in the Colorado next week.
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Dorothy Quackenbush, with her smile and her Chesterfields, keeps smokers happy from coast to coast.

Chesterfield's happy combination of the world's best tobacco gives smokers just what they want in a cigarette... refreshing mildness, better taste, more pleasing aroma.

When you try them you will know why Chesterfields give millions of men and women more smoking pleasure...why THEY SATISFY

Miss Dorothy Quackenbush

(Close American Tobacco 1928-1929. De
cuped World's Fair. A native of Phe
erland, she loves the country.)